Looking for the best Holiday gift ideas for the golfer in your life? Look no further than American
based golf club manufacturer Tour Edge.
Tour Edge is all about coming up with ground-breaking technology and materials that push the
golf club design envelope, so much so that this past year, the company won 7 different Golf
Digest Hot List Awards for their different product offerings!
We’ll take you on a short preview of each winning club so you’ll know which one is the gift
that would put you over the top for MVP of the Holidays!
1. The Exotics XJ1 is the highest-end fairway you can find due to the inclusion of a Supermetal
Titanium. The end result is that your golfer will gain flight time and distance without having to
swing any harder. This fairway wood does all the work for them!

2. The award-winning Exotics EX10 fairway wood is for the golfer who looks for extreme
forgiveness and distance. This versatile fairway wood is perfect for all golfers!
3. The Exotics EX10 hybrid features a new Japanese high density, steel cup face – HT 980
high-tensile strength steel. What does this mean? It means that this is one of the most highly
advanced hybrids ever made. Buy it in a 19-degree hybrid to replace a hard-to-hit three-iron or
buy a 22-degree to replace a 4-iron. Just peek into their bag and see if they are still carrying 3
and/or 4 irons.
4. The Hot Launch 2 Iron-Wood is going to be the easiest club to hit on this list. If your golfer
needs to be longer, straighter with an easy swing, these clubs are the solution. Iron-Woods are
available individually or as a complete set to replace hard-to-hit irons.
5. The last three award-winning products from the Golf Digest Hot List to make our Holiday Gift
Guide are three different Exotics iron sets. Here’s the difference between the three:
- The CB PRO Tungsten irons are designed for players adamant about forgiveness, control, and
distance.
- The Exotics EXD iron set features is soft-feeling power! A new, soft thermoplastic elastomer
(TPE) insert is encased within the cavity to provide a soft, responsive feel at impact while two
high-density tungsten weights are positioned in the heel and toe increasing the moment of inertia
providing power and accuracy, even from difficult lies.
- The Exotics CBX forged is for better players looking for performance and a premium traditional
shape with a moderate offset for added distance with workability with a softer feel.
Give us a call with any questions on which gift may be the right choice at (800) 515-3343 or
to find a local Tour edge dealer nearest you. Or visit TourEdge.com and click on Dealer
Locator. Happy hunting!

